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ATTENTION—SURFACE TRANSPORTATION STAKEHOLDERS 

POPE FRANCIS VISIT 2015—NATIONAL SPECIAL SECURITY EVENT 

 

In consideration of the upcoming visit of Pope Francis to the United States with planned travel along the 

Washington, D.C. to New York corridor, the Transportation Security Administration is providing this 

Security Awareness Message (SAM) to our surface transportation partners to encourage continued vigilance 

and timely reporting of suspicious incidents from September 22–27, 2015.  Pope Francis will be traveling 

from Washington, D.C. to New York City, and then to Philadelphia.  His itinerary is provided here: 

http://www.usccb.org/about/leadership/holy-see/francis/papal-visit-2015/2015-papal-visit-schedule.cfm.  This 

message is not in response to a specific threat to transportation and there are presently no National Terrorism 

Advisory System alerts http://www.dhs.gov/alerts. 

 

In the attached Joint Threat Assessment, Visit of Pope Francis to Washington, DC, New York, New York, and 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as of September 2, 2015, the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the U.S. 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) state that they have no information to indicate a specific, credible 

threat to or associated with the visit of Pope Francis to the United States.  The assessment indicates that the 

Papal visit and associated events represent attractive targets for criminals and terrorists.  In particular, the 

large number of anticipated participants, the visible nature and international press interest in the events, the 

high usage of public transportation, and the potential attendance at public events by a significant number of 

dignitaries and high-profile individuals provide violent extremists the opportunity to perpetrate well-

publicized mass-casualty attacks as witnessed during the April, 2013 Boston Marathon attacks.   

 

Law enforcement agencies in areas where Amtrak and other passenger railroads operate are encouraged to 

increase security presence for railroad stations and the railroad right-of-way.  Although this SAM  is focused 

on mass transit and passenger rail, operators of over-the-road-buses, trucks, and freight rail are also 

encouraged to remind their employees of the importance of reporting suspicious activity, consistent with the 

DHS “See Something, Say Something” initiative. 

 

   

 

 

 
Sonya T. Proctor 

Director, Surface Division 

Office of Security Policy and Industry Engagement 

Transportation Security Administration 

Department of Homeland Security 

http://www.usccb.org/about/leadership/holy-see/francis/papal-visit-2015/2015-papal-visit-schedule.cfm
http://www.dhs.gov/alerts
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(U) Joint Threat Assessment: Visit of Pope Francis to 
Washington, DC; New York, New York; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

(U) Scope Note 

(U//FOUO) This Joint Threat Assessment (JTA) addresses threats to the visit of Pope Francis to 
the United States from 22 to 27 September 2015. This assessment does not consider nonviolent 
civil disobedience tactics (for example, protests without a permit) that are outside the scope of 
federal law enforcement jurisdiction. 

(U//FOUO) This product is intended to support federal, state, local, tribal, territorial government 
agencies and authorities, and other entities in identifying priorities for protective and support 
measures regarding existing or emerging threats to homeland security during this National 
Special Security Event. Information in this JTA is current as of 2 September 2015. 

(U) Key Findings 

(U//FOUO) As of 2 September 2015, the FBI and DHS have no information to indicate a 
specific, credible threat to or associated with the September 2015 visit of Pope Francis to the 
United States. We assess that the Papal visit and the associated events, however, represent 
attractive targets for criminals and terrorists. In particular, the large number of anticipated 
participants, the visible nature and international press interest in the events, the high usage of 
public transportation, and the potential attendance at public events by a significant number of 
dignitaries and high-profile individuals provide violent extremists the opportunity to perpetrate 
well-publicized mass-casualty attacks, as witnessed during the April 2013 Boston Marathon 
attacks. 

(U//FOUO) Groups such as al-Qa‘ida (AQ), the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), and 
others similarly inspired have all repeatedly stated their desire to conduct attacks in the 
Homeland, or to motivate others to do so in their name. Also, domestic extremists could use the 
Papal visit as an opportunity to engage in violent or illegal activity to publicize their agendas.a 
The FBI and DHS are also concerned about the possibility of mass-gathering attacks by lone 
offenders and homegrown violent extremists (HVEs) because of the difficulty in discovering 
such individuals or independent groups until they are operational.b,c Recent arrests of several 

a (U//FOUO) The FBI and DHS define domestic extremists as individuals present in the United States who seek to further 
political or social goals, wholly or in part, through unlawful acts of force or violence. The mere advocacy of political or social 
positions, political activism, use of strong rhetoric, or generalized philosophic embrace of violent tactics may not constitute 
extremism, and may be constitutionally protected.  
b (U//FOUO) The FBI and DHS define a lone offender as an individual motivated by one or more violent extremist ideologies 
who, operating alone, supports or engages in acts of violence in furtherance of that ideology or ideologies that may involve 
influence from a larger terrorist organization or a foreign actor. 
c (U//FOUO) The FBI and DHS define an HVE as a person of any citizenship who has lived and/or operated primarily in the 
United States or its territories who advocates, is engaged in, or is preparing to engage in ideologically motivated terrorist 
activities (including providing support to terrorism) in furtherance of political or social objectives promoted by a foreign terrorist 
organization, but is acting independently of direction by a foreign terrorist organization. HVEs are distinct from traditional 
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individuals in the United States, who sought to either conduct attacks domestically or travel 
overseas to support AQ/ISIL-inspired violent extremist groups, highlight the potential threat that 
lone-offender attackers or HVEs could pose should they choose to focus their destructive efforts 
on events related to the Papal visit. 

• (U) According to open source reporting, in June 2015 an individual reportedly radicalized 
by ISIL through social media was shot by police officers after lunging toward them with 
a knife.d The subject and two accomplices allegedly planned to behead police officers 
with knives bought for that purpose, in response to ISIL’s calls for attacks on law 
enforcement.

• (U//FOUO) According to US Intelligence Community and open source reporting, a 
Manassas, Virginia, high school student pleaded guilty in June 2015 to conspiring to 
provide material support and resources to ISIL. The teen admitted using social media to 
disseminate ISIL messaging and instruct ISIL supporters on using virtual currency to 
mask money transfers to ISIL, and helping a classmate travel to Syria in early 2015 to 
fight for ISIL.

• (U) In June 2015 authorities arrested a Queens, New York man for allegedly planning to 
attack New York City landmarks with homemade explosives on behalf of ISIL. An 
alleged co-conspirator, also arrested, indicated his own plan to attack law enforcement 
officers if he was unable to join ISIL overseas, according to open source reporting.

• (U) In May 2015 two Arizona men with assault rifles attacked a Garland, Texas, free-
speech event exhibiting caricatures of the Prophet Mohammad. The men allegedly 
frequented ISIL-inspired violent extremist social media sites and reportedly pledged 
allegiance to ISIL prior to the event. The incident was reminiscent of a January 2015 
attack, which was possibly AQ-inspired, on a Paris magazine known for publishing 
satirical images of the Prophet Mohammad, according to open source reporting.

• (U) According to open source reporting, the FBI arrested a Philadelphia woman in April 
2015 who allegedly planned to travel to Syria to support ISIL and expressed interest in 
conducting a suicide operation.

(U//FOUO) The risk posed to the Papal visit is not limited to those who may justify violence for 
religious reasons. The religious and symbolic significance of the Pope and his visit to the United 
States, however, is assessed to be a powerful motivator for groups or individuals with anti-
Catholic or anti-Christian viewpoints. Recent attacks in other countries by AQ/ISIL-inspired 

domestic terrorists who engage in unlawful acts of violence to intimidate civilian populations or attempt to influence domestic 
policy without direction from or influence from a foreign actor. 
d (U//FOUO)  DHS defines radicalization as the process through which an individual changes from a non-violent belief system to 
a belief system that includes the willingness actively to advocate, facilitate, or use unlawful violence as a method to effect 
societal or political change. 
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violent extremists against Christian or other religious groups demonstrate the use of such 
rationalizations to justify violent actions, and could inspire lone offenders or HVEs to act 
similarly. 

• (U) In June 2015 Boko Haram violent extremists entered four Christian churches in 
northeastern Nigeria, killing more than 30 worshipers and burning all four of the 
churches, according to open source reporting.

• (U) In April 2015 al-Shabaab–aligned violent extremist killed almost 150 students at a 
Kenyan university. The attackers separated students out by religion and killed those they 
identified as Christian, according to open source reporting.

• (U) According to open source reporting, AQ/ISIL-inspired violent extremists recently 
bombed Catholic churches in Pakistan, beheaded Coptic Christians in Libya, and 
systematically persecuted and murdered other minority Christian and Muslim groups in 
Syria and Iraq in pursuit of their goal of establishing Shari’ah law or a new Islamic 
caliphate.

(U) Event Overview 

(U//FOUO) Pope Francis is scheduled to visit the United States from 22 to 27 September 2015. 
This is his first visit to the United States as Pope and includes stays in Washington, DC; New 
York, New York; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The visits to all three cities are designated 
National Special Security Events (NSSEs). The Papal events occurring in each city will be high-
profile with worldwide press coverage. The number of spectators at the Pope’s public events will 
be substantial, ranging from approximately 20,000 in attendance at a Mass held at Madison 
Square Garden in New York City, to as many as 2 million at an open-air Sunday Mass in 
Philadelphia. The Pope’s visits to all three cities will also include parades and motorcades, as 
well as numerous private meetings and events. 

22-24 September: Washington, DC 

(U//FOUO) The Pope will begin his visit to the United States in Washington, DC, on 22 
September. He will arrive by plane at Joint Base Andrews in the early evening hours of 22 
September. Following a visit to the White House on the morning of 23 September, the Pope will 
engage in a public procession before arriving at the Cathedral of St. Matthew the Apostle, where 
he will hold a private prayer event. Following these events, Pope Francis will participate in a 
parade toward the Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, where he will 
proceed through the crowd into the Basilica to hold a blessing inside the Basilica, which can hold 
more than 40,000 people. Pope Francis will then proceed outside to the Basilica steps, where he 
will hold an outdoor canonization Mass. On 24 September, the Pope will travel by motorcade to 
address a joint session of Congress at the US Capitol in the morning and visit a local charity 
before departing for New York City by aircraft from Joint Base Andrews. The number of 
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attendees expected during the Pope’s stay in Washington, DC, is estimated to be between 
500,000 and 1 million. 

24-26 September: New York, New York 

(U//FOUO) The Pope will next visit New York City from 24 to 26 September. His trip will 
coincide with another NSSE, the convening of the 70th United Nations General Assembly 
(UNGA) from 15 September to 1 October. After arriving in New York City on 24 September at 
John F. Kennedy (JFK) International Airport, the Pope is scheduled to attend evening services at 
St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan. Public attendance at this event will be limited by invitation. 
On 25 September the Pope will address the UNGA in the morning before participating in an 
interdenominational service at the 9/11 Memorial and Museum and visiting Our Lady Queen of 
Angels Catholic Elementary School in East Harlem. Public attendance at the 9/11 Memorial and 
Museum event will be limited by invitation. That evening, the Pope will conduct a Catholic Mass 
at Madison Square Garden. Expected attendance will be approximately 20,000 and advance 
tickets will be required for entrance. The Pope will depart New York City the morning of 26 
September via JFK International Airport. 

26-27 September: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

(U//FOUO) The Pope will conclude his visit to the United States in Philadelphia from 26 to 27 
September. His visit to Philadelphia will coincide with the 2015 World Meeting of Families 
(WMoF), a tri-annual Catholic conference taking place from 22 to 27 September at the 
Philadelphia Convention Center. The WMoF event is expected to attract tens of thousands of 
participants from throughout the world. 

(U//FOUO) Upon arrival in Philadelphia the morning of 26 September, the Pope will attend an 
invitation-only Mass at the Cathedral Basilica of Saints Peter and Paul in downtown Philadelphia 
before visiting Independence Mall in the afternoon. Anticipated public attendance at the 
Independence Mall event will be approximately 40,000. Following this event, the Pope will 
attend a large Festival of Families event on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway that evening, which 
is expected to attract as many as 1 million people. Following private meetings and a visit to the 
Curran-Fromhold Correctional Facility on the morning of 27 September, the Pope will hold a 
large open-air Mass on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway that afternoon before departing 
Philadelphia. Estimated attendance for the Sunday Mass is between 1 and 2 million. 

(U) Potential Threat Indicators 

(U//FOUO) Absent a specific, actionable threat to Pope Francis’ visit, we are providing 
indicators to aid law enforcement and first responders in identifying and mitigating threats. The 
totality of behavioral indicators and other relevant circumstances should be evaluated when 
considering any law enforcement response or action. (Note: behaviors associated with the below 
indicators can include constitutionally protected activities. The FBI does not initiate any 
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investigative activity based solely on the exercise of First Amendment activities or on the race, 
ethnicity, national origin, religion of the subject, or a combination of only such factors.) 

(U//FOUO) Possible indicators of pre-operational surveillance or attack planning include: 

• (U//FOUO) Unusual or prolonged interest in or attempts to gain sensitive information
about security measures of personnel, entry points, peak days and hours of operation, and
access controls such as alarms or locks.

• (U//FOUO) Unusual or prolonged interest in motorcade movement dynamics and security
details facilitating the transport of high-profile event attendees.

• (U//FOUO) Observation of security reaction drills or procedures; multiple false alarms or
fictitious emergency calls to same locations or similar venues.

• (U//FOUO) Discreet use of cameras or video recorders, sketching, or note-taking
consistent with pre-operational surveillance.

• (U//FOUO) Interest in speaking with building or site maintenance personnel.

• (U//FOUO) Observation of or questions about facility or site security measures, including
barriers, restricted areas, cameras, and intrusion detection systems.

• (U//FOUO) Observations of or questions about facility air conditioning, heating, and
ventilation systems.

• (U//FOUO) Suspicious purchases of dual-use items that could be used to construct an
explosive device, including hydrogen peroxide, acetone, gasoline, propane, or fertilizer.

• (U//FOUO) Suspicious activities in storage facilities or other areas that could be used to
construct an explosive device.

• (U//FOUO) Attempted or unauthorized access to rooftops or other potentially sensitive
areas.

(U//FOUO) Please report suspicious activities associated with any of the indicators listed above 
to the contact information at the end of this document. 
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(U)  Tracked by: HSEC-8.1, HSEC-8.2, HSEC-8.6.2.21 

(U) Report Suspicious Activity 

(U) The FBI encourages recipients of this document to report information concerning suspicious or criminal activity 
to the local FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF). The FBI’s Washington Field Office can be reached at 202-278-
2000 or by e-mail at WFO.FOUO@ic.fbi.gov. The FBI’s New York Field Office can be reached at 212-384-2000 or 
by e-mail at newyork@ic.fbi.gov. The FBI’s Philadelphia Field Office can be reached at 215-418-4000 or by e-mail 
at Philadelphia.complaints@ic.fbi.gov. You may also call 911 or contact local law enforcement. 

mailto:WFO.FOUO@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:newyork@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:Philadelphia.complaints@ic.fbi.gov
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